I am in a living room with my son. There is actually the owner with his son seating on the sofa next to us and watching television. My son notices a ring on the owner with the sign of a ram and then guesses that it is his zodiacal sign. He is right but mistakes the zodiacal sign of the owner's son.
I am walking on a street and reach a group of white girls protesting. They are actually too fast and are about to clash against a group of black guys. I try to convince them to slow down and don't provoke them but they are actually friends. Among them is a soldier and he shows us his phone.
I am on a street with the daughter of my parents' old neighbour. She has a new camera and I try to put in a new optic but realize that I am doing it upside down. I then do it correctly and start to photograph her but she goes in and I kneel behind her and an old man to caress both on the waist.
I am walking with a friend in a city up north. The weather is gloomy and the city too small to visit. As we reach one end my friend points out a very interesting restaurant with a big staircase. He wants to go up and we start doing so but my son is with us and doesn't want to eat anything.
I am walking with my son in a country road and reach my mother's car parked on one side. It is actually sliding into a big hole and I run to rescue it but realize that the window is open and the gypsies have broke in with a crowbar. I then find that they have painted over the marks on the door.
I am at a restaurant and go downstairs to pay. I then see the owner giving some nice ice cream to two costumers. He follows me to the cashier and I ask him if we can go back up to also get me an ice cream. We do so and I pass in front other people queuing but they don't seem to complain.
I am in my bedroom working at my desk and realize that my girlfriend is sleeping on one side. Her best friend is sleeping on the other side and her boyfriend stands up to lay with my girlfriend. He starts fucking her and I stand up to react but realize that she doesn't look like my girlfriend.
I am on the roof top of a building and find my mother behind me. We are actually above her place in the city but I want to live for a village and she tells me that I can use her car. The village is on the hills and she tells me that I can use my stepsister's jeep but I will have to mind the gears.
I am walking in a city carrying my heavy backpack and pass by the entrance of a building. It is nicely renovated with wood and I realize that it is a hostel. The owner is going out and I ask him if I can sleep there. He then shows me the bathroom and takes me in but I left my bag at the entrance.
I am in the down town of a summer resort with my girlfriend and see that people are queuing in a small square. We then also join the queue and actually get a plate with three salami slices. We seat down to eat them but the waiter has also a different kind and he gets me three more slices.
I am at the wedding of an old friend and convince him to come with me to the room where our other friends are. He then comes with me but they think it is time to eat and everyone get on the cake. There is actually one of them eating a pizza and I try a piece. It is hand made and very delicious.
I am walking in the countryside looking for the house of an English guy who has a book I need. I then ask an Arab lady where to find his neighborhood and we start walking together but end up at a station. We get on a train talking about skiing but it is crowded and I cannot photograph her.
I am with my girlfriend in a city and wish to fill the tires of her bike with a pump but there is gypsy asking for money. I get rid of him but one of the tires is too big and the other has a hole. I then ask to a group of exchange students behind me if they have a sticker to fix it and one of them does.
I am in my university and talk to a secretary about getting a health check. She gets ready but I realize that it is lunch time and try to find her office. I meet my stepsister with a small kid and the secretary comes with a big shot. The kid watches from the window while she injects it in my wrist.
I am with my girlfriend and Polish friend in an America metro talking. A girls next to us is also from Poland and she mentions a famous artist from there. I then explain to her his work but my girlfriend gets off and I follow her out. She buys another ticket and I decide to go with her on a bus.
I am walking with my ex and realize that my son has a new bike. It is actually second hand and too small. She then tells me that they exchanged the new bike I gave him with that one and I get very angry. We all go to sleep in the same bed and I want to scream out how upset they made me.
I am seating in an airplane holding my girlfriend's hand in the seat right in front. She is actually my ex wife and I pull my hand away but another girl comes seating next to me. The latter writes me a love message and my ex stands up. I destroy the message before she reads it and gets jealous.
I am in a theater attending an interview and see the Italian police on the other side. I then realize that I also have police pants but a different sweater. I go upstairs and find myself in an Asian supermarket. I walk around looking for presents for my kid and feeling respect because of my uniform.
I am walking with my kid in a forest. As I look down I see that there is allot of animal pooh and I can distinguish bear pooh among it. I start getting afraid and take my son in a house. We then go in a bedroom to lock ourselves in with another key but my ex wife arrives and wants her son back.
I am walking with my son outside an airport and get a ride from a truck driver. We get in a highway and he seats in the back of the truck with a girl but I feel afraid and he gets back to drive. As we stop he goes again in the back to fuck the girl and I get off with her but he goes next to my son.
I am with some friends in someone else's house and see the neighbour arriving. We then get in a church and I go up to the organ but the police arrives. I hide behind the door and realize that the player is a white monkey. I see a friend below telling me to undress it and I find a baby inside.
I am walking with my sister and a little daughter on a road. We actually reach an airport and I realize that I have to catch my flight back to home. They leave me and I go to check in but find that my bag is open and my camera is no longer there. I tell the hostess about it but she cannot help.
I am at my best friend's wedding party in a big room. It is actually very late already and he is laying down drunk while talking to his grandmother on the phone. I want to jump on his belly to make him puke but another friend is too tired and also lays down under a blanket together with others.
I am in a bar and see the curator of an art museum. I then go talk to him and he puts an arm around me to tell about his art work. It is an old mixer and I show him that I have already photographed it with my phone. It is actually a full picture of the installation and I can read the explanation.
I am in a hotel walking up the staircase with a blond girl. We already know each other and I turn around to talk to her but we kiss. She is tall and I don't like it but get a message on my phone saying that she wants to take me to her room. It is from my girlfriend and I go to my room instead.
I am walking behind a mountain looking for a forest. There are actually only vineyards there and I ask a couple to help me figure out where it is. They then take me to an old farmer house where I meet a guard who explains me that the agent selling me the forest doesn't want to go inside it.
I am inside my neighbour's farm and realize that he has emptied a whole room for me to keep my equipment. I then walk out and realize that he has even left the key on the door and I can open all doors with it. As I walk out of the farm again one of his dogs follows me and it smells a bigger dog.
I am inside a bus thinking of the trip I will have to do the States. As I wonder whether I should fly through Canada I realize that my sister is also on the bus. I then start singing an Irish song against an English speaking man but I realize that he is American. As we get off I pick my son's jacket.
I am walking in the countryside with my old friends. It is actually getting dark and I seat down with my best friend who just got married and his other witness. They want to drink beer but I realize that I have forgotten my own glass at home. There is actually a power supply to it and fake beer.
I am in my former parents-in-law's kitchen and hear my former brother-in-law talking with his wife. They are about to retire but thought of keeping part of the house they want to give to their daughters. I am actually with my son and we walk to the dining hall but find high weed growing there.
I am in a room talking to a friend about my land in Italy when I notice a bold Swedish guy next to me. He also owns a land but in southern Sweden and he starts telling us about it. It is so warm there that he starts listing all his different fruit trees but they can only grow in the south of Europe.
I am looking at a small boy in a concentration camp. There is a guard walking around but the boy manages to run under a wooden barrack. He then jumps over the fence and starts running alone down a country road but his clothes are too florescent and he does not hide in any of the bushes.
I am in a dark forest at night and realize that it is were my best friend is having his wedding party. It is actually over and I walk down to the parking lot with other friends. I am also by car but I don't know the way home and I ask a friend to come with me. He already has a ride from his cousin.
I am watching a young man going inside a wooden house at night. It is actually empty and I realize that it must be his house. I then look at him lighting a fire on a small stove but realize that he does it on the floor in front. He is trying to burn the house and looks like it slowly catches fire.
I am walking on the hills and reach an old street between a few houses. There are two other people ahead of me and I can see a big dog on the legs of one of them. It actually starts running my way and I try to run but then find a few sticks on the ground. I break one and throw it to him to play.
I am in my office when I see the main professor of my department coming. He actually wants to talk to me about an encyclopedia he has on his desk. He shows me one book and I realize that it is in Italian. He wants to give it to me and I accept but he comes up with a contract for me to sign.
I am walking with my son in an island. I am supposed to meet a local and we decide to take a small bus. I don't have the ticket but the conductor lets us in anyway and I start talking to some French guys. I take out my camera to photograph them but miss our stop and the bus goes back.
I am in an attic thinking about an older woman who is actually in love with me. I can see her out on a square and I join her for a meeting. There are not so many people but I take a seat and start looking at her. She has short hairs and they are white already but her eyes are blue and beautiful.
I am walking with some parents on a swamp and realize that my kid is half in the water. I pull him out to reach the other parents but they are all stuck in front of the river. They are thinking about swimming over even though it is too cold. I see that my kid is already in and I rescue him.
I am hearing from my father that he is a drug dealer. I don't talk to him anymore but realize that I am in a parking lot with him. He is putting a bag of drugs in the back of the car and we drive away with his other son. As we pass by a village on the hills I show to the latter how old the center is.
I am in a house with a small cat jumping on me and I realize that he is a kid. There are several others and I find that it was my father who made them with a woman. I ask how old is she but my father arrives and I go to another room to play a table game when a kid comes to eat the pieces.
I am in a supermarket eating a wrap with smoked ham from my native mountains. As I pass by the refrigerators I meet an old cousin. He is also buying frozen food and I try to talk to him but I realize that I have dropped a piece of the ham on the floor. I leave it there and keep eating the bread.
I am walking in an amusement park and realize that a fascist politician is coming for a talk. I then haste to leave but two supporters want to set me on fire. I run to the police to tell them but they don't see what the problem is. I then get in the metro where I tell what happened to some activists.
I am in the back of my van sleeping and realize that it is going by itself on a highway. I then stand up and observe the floor thinking that it is going slowly and it is doing quite good. As I turn to look I realize that the highway is coming to an end and there are allot of curves ahead on the grass.
I am in a dance room in the middle of the day. I am actually only looking and realize that my old supervisor is also there dancing. He is making a little train with the others and suddenly I feel him grabbing me from behind. He stops and I realize that he had pills for lunch to get rid of his belly.
I am standing on the staircase of a palace when I see my old friends coming out. They are preparing for the wedding of my best friend. They actually need to carry out allot of boxes and one of them starts lifting up a cement plate from the ground. I expect a box to be there but it is all empty.
I am on a hill with my old Italian boss and tell him of the property I am buying. We are actually going to a meeting together and he tells me to take my laptop. I then go back to his office and when I come back I find that he has arranged a table for us. I then seat with him to eat a small salad.
I am walking to the metro with a black researcher who tells me how lucky I am to have my own funding. I then go down to a platform but see a skinhead kicking the cardboard house I made with my other colleagues. I try to block him holding his feet up but another skinhead comes to help him.
I am in my parents city walking in a part of the old center that I have never visited. I feel lost and cannot orient myself but see the main square from one side. I then go there and find that there was a market. There are different stands still up and I look at one selling very weird leather jackets.
I am in a bedroom seating with my girlfriend. She is actually talking to her best friend and I lay down with my head on my girlfriend's legs. I actually start sucking her nipple that becomes hard. She the tells her friend how nice it is but the latter looks at me and she tells her that I don't.
I am in my department showing my camera to a Turkish colleague. He wants me to take a picture of all the administration but the optic is small and I instruct them to move to the center. I manage to take a picture but realize that my Swedish colleague is there with her transvestite husband.
I am walking with my girlfriend in an amusement park and pass next to a big roller coaster. As I look at it I notice that one boy is seating without a belt between two passengers. At another end I see that two other boys are going upside down but then realize that it is a different roller coaster.
I am in a small mountain village and notice that the sun is setting right above a slope. It is actually a ski slope and I try to estimate where the sun rises in the morning. I then realize that there is a bigger mountain that covers it and the village is standing higher up to catch the first light.
I am at a party with my old friends and I listen to one of them complaining about his belly. He used to be very skinny and now has a bit of belly but I think he looks good. I then tell him that it is probably the warm food he eats at work but he starts talking to another girl about going on a diet.
I am going up my university escalator and realize that a rich woman is holding a baby behind me. She is ashamed to show him to me but then tells me that she actually needs to attend classes and doesn't know how to keep him. I tell her that I can have him but he needs to change his diaper.
I am walking through an old church and come to a bigger church. It is raining and there is no roof so I go to the cafeteria to clean my camera's batteries. There are girls from northern Italy in front of me but the guys friends come and we get into an argument. I try to leave but we start a fight.
I am in a living room making a drawing. It is actually the face of a girl and I realize that a Croatian girl is talking in front of me. They are two different girls but she starts looking at me and then at the drawing. I let her believe that I am doing a portrait of her even though they are different.
I am in my bedroom and find a group of people next to my desk. They are actually scholars who came for a conference and I hide a dirty drawing I made. We then seat on a sofa and I have to remove a pillow to seat next to a girl. It is still too tight but an Asian guy moves to the opposite sofa.
I am in a big American city thinking about opening a stand to sell sandwiches. I realize that I might have to pay taxes and decide not to do it in the city center. I actually move to a big bridge and talk to my Italian roommate to do it there. I want to sell good sandwiches with organic tomatoes.
I am up in a mountain and walk with my son out of an abandoned ski resort. There is actually some horses behind a fence and I walk past the smallest but then the biggest one comes my way. I try to give him my palm put he bites it and I cannot get rid of him until I push myself through.
I am up north driving a snowmobile with my girlfriend. His father and girlfriend are also behind and I see a big pine tree covered with snow. I then drive ahead and come to a small town where I wish to photograph my girlfriend with the tree behind. She then gets down but the sun has set.
I am in a neighborhood that is very empty and wish to change things. I then get the idea to build a structure over the roof so that people there can observe the horizon. I feel proud of the idea but then realize that there is a modern building in the middle that already has a view and I drive away.
I am in a parking lot with my mother's big car. It is actually round and I try to drive to the exit even though there is a guy with two girls in the middle. I then take a round but miss the exit and have to do a second round. I am actually going too fast and almost end up hitting them and the car.
I am on a bus and seat in the back with an English girl. She is actually quite ugly but tells me that she is an artist. She then starts talking about her favorite theorist but I tell her that he talked about outsider artist. I want to show her my thesis but I have a new laptop and it is dirty with coffee.
I am walking up a tropical hill and realize that it leads to a villa. The grass is nicely cut but there are allot of snakes on the way. They are very thin and I start jumping over each one of them. The last is crawling down without a tale but I manage inside the villa and tell the Thai owner about it.
I am next to a big river with an old professor and decide to go over a small bridge. It moves and I keep up even though the water is almost flooding over it. I reach a small island but there is too much ice to get over it. My old director is behind me and shows me that we are close to a shirt shop.
I am in a square with my colleagues and the director announces us that we are going for a trip. I then run with him under a roof to catch the bus but it has not arrived yet and there are actually showers. We then start getting really soaked and I notice that my director looks like a guy my age.
I am on my way to a party but get lost in a neighborhood. I actually end up back in my luxury hotel but go in the basement to sleep. As I am getting changed a girl calls me saying that they are at the party waiting for me but I tell her that I won't be able to join them even though she is in love.
I am on a street when protesters comes. I then quickly try to get in a restaurant but it is too small and I have to seat outside with a local. I order a pastry but get the wrong one and he asks for a new while a blond girl tries to persuade us. He tells her off but a fat gypsy comes and hugs him.
I am in an apartment and find a miniature lion in the living room. I then go in the bedroom where my girlfriend is and try to close the sliding door but she tells me to leave it open. She doesn't think it can be of any harm because it is so tiny but we have to go to sleep and I think it is fully grown.
I am walking with three Chinese designers to their studio. I then ask them about their business but one of them tells me that it is not going so well and this is why they sold me a piece of their studio. It is a small apartment upstairs and I go to see it but I write my girlfriend that I dislike it.
I am on a train going on a beautiful hills in Asia. We actually pass by a French yogurt factory but it is very tiny and there is soon after the reproduction of an Italian village. There are even Italians there and I go down with an old Swedish couple to check for some croissants but they have tuna.
I am in a fast food painting a landscape when an old artist friend starts looking at it from behind. He really likes the black background but criticizes the black tree in the middle. I then see him getting two hamburgers for another artist but realize that he took marmalade instead of ketch up.
I am driving on a road back from my university in Sweden and take my hand out on some bushes to pick some berries. As I open my hand I realize that they are dried grapes. I then go home and complain to a friend that there are no grapes even though my bin is full of squeezed ones.
I am in a car with a woman who takes me to a mountain village. She leaves me alone to search for a glass artist and I realize that it is my grandfather's native village. I actually find a woman making glasses and she shows me a colored ash tray she made but I need an artist making windows.
I am on a ski slope but loose one of my skies in the snow. I then try to find one of my friends to help me but when we get back the snow has melted and a bull starts chasing me. I then jump in a tree with many small trunks and keep running through it but the bull also manages to go across.
I am in an abandoned hotel helping out a lady to clean it. She actually tells me to bring two boxes of fruit in the basement and I take the elevator all the way down but it is a very scary place. I try to go up again but I don't know how to use the elevator's touch screen and I run up the staircase.
I am in my old school and look at how a group of kung fu girls manages to jump down from a floor. As I start looking at them doing more moves I realize that my best friend is also there and wants to get drunk. I then follow him out but find my girlfriend who is wining about being left alone.
I am in a stadium drawing on the edge of a fence. My twin cousin and a friend come to check what I am doing and I let them look but the latter pulls my drawing away from me to look at it. I then get really angry and take both from the ears. I want to bring them to my uncle but I can't find him.
I am in a university building with other students when my old spiritual friend comes. I notice that he has a samurai sword on his back and he is pulling it out. He actually wants to kill some students and I take him away to prevent him but then I realize that the sword is really bad and twisted.
I am in my apartment and receive a phone call from my supervisor. She sounds happy and I explain her where I go to swim. I am actually in my son's apartment and explain her where he goes to swim although it is in a place for rich people. I then assure her that I have enough work to do.
I am in a big classroom giving a lecture about how a story is made. I then ask the students to make an example of a story but they come out with one sentence. I tell them that it is incomplete and write on the white board that it should have at least three parts but I have to invent one for them.
I am walking with my supervisor up a hill. The sun is setting and we start talking about teaching. They offer a master course in English and I ask her why I cannot teach that but already know that it is because I need to have a doctorate first. As we reach the top of the hill we each go our way.
I am in a park and see my lesbian colleague seating on a wooden table with one of her arms up. She is actually next to the sea and the waves are big. I then want to warn her and get close to her but I start looking at two small toy cars floating on the high waves and never falling down.
I am in an empty football field playing soccer with my son and his little black friend. I actually take the latter under my arm and open a sardine can. I then poor the transparent oil on his head and I am about to spread on his face but he runs to my son and tells him how much he smells now.
I am in my parents' city with a friend leading a big group of protesters. I want to take them up to the sanctuary but he only wants to take them to the main square for an ice cream. We then start talking to other people but by the time we are done all the protesters are gone and we walk alone.
I am walking alone in a city and stop at a small ice cream place. There is an old lady inside only selling strawberry ice cream. I then ask her why and she explains that her husband is on a wheelchair and he cannot do much. I invite her to my place and my stepfather comes to give us a ride.
I am in my apartment preparing a party. My ex wife is actually desperate in my bedroom because she cannot go out partying with her new boyfriend. I then move to the living room and find that my relatives are having a dinner there but realize that I left my roommate with another Swedish girl.
I am at a swimming pool and get to the other side where an art critic is exercising. He is actually pulling himself up and down on the corner but he stops as soon as he sees me. He is usually not nice to me but this time he starts talking to me about curating my art project in a gallery.
I am walking with my girlfriend on a path on the hills and end up in a trench. There is actually a cave that we start walking through although there are people sleeping there. I get quite afraid of them and we hurry out but end up in a river next to a village where we have already been once.
I am at my parents' place helping them setting up kits with electronic devices. There is a label attached to them and I ask if I have to remove it but my stepfather is on the phone talking to my father's brother. He is blaming him to have killed his parents but then realize that they are still alive.
I am in a mall and try to get some cash out but my pin code doesn't work. I try several times but a scary Romanian man behind me wants to withdraw. I let him do so and wait that he is done before I try again. He has actually left some cash but I have to put my hand through a net to get it.
I am walking through a restaurant court holding a broom stick. An old man walks next to me and I want to hit him but then seat down with my kid at a table to eat chips. He actually starts eating the chips of a guy next to us and I realize that I also have the same kind in a much bigger bag.
I am at my parents' place and I see my stepfather approaching with a very angry look. He then takes my sister to the side and starts yelling at her about answering phone calls. I realize that he is breaking a piece of wood and get afraid that he might hit her with a part that is really sharp.
I am in the mountains with my mother and she tells me that they want to go visit my uncle by bike. He is actually very nearby and I wish to go by foot but she insists. We then all go biking there but it is very steep and I cannot break. I fall down and scratch my elbow but my mother cleans it.
I am in an old photography shop with my Polish friend. The owner is an American Italian and has access to the archive of a dead photographer. He has published a book with a selection of his photos but I explain that we should project them chronologically. My friend agrees but not him.
I am in a square looking at a group of famous skaters. One of them is black and shows how he can pretend like the skate is falling from the sky making a big jump. As they leave I go inside a training field and look for a quiet place where to do tai-chi but there is plastic asphalt every where.
I am in my parents' living room talking to my mother and sister. I am actually laying down and my mother sees that my pants are broken. I actually shows her that my underwear are also broken but she gets really angry. I then try to explain to her that I have been mending them before.
I am laying in the back of a car that my Ukrainian colleague is driving. We actually bought lunch and I try to suggest a place in the sun where to eat it. He finds one but it is behind our professor and we go to greet him. I then realize that we are on a very expensive old car with little millage.
I am standing on a bus going to an island and realize that there are two girls seating in front of me. One of them is ugly but with big bubs and the other is cute. They allow me to make out with one while touch the bubs of the other. The latter also gives me a sponge with her business card.

